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Salem Classical Fencing to Salem Fencing Club
• Presented the board with a recommendation for an organizational re-brand, which
included completely renaming the club
• Created a new brand/marketing committee
• Led the new marketing committee to narrow down the name options
• Presented a brand mock-up and a selection of new names
• Created a brand new website and collateral, also shot photos

NEW LOOK | NEW FEEL
OLD LOGO

The club’s old web page no longer exists and I was unable to find a screen shot
of it, but it was a Wiki page and looked a great deal like this. It had way too much
information, few photos and was impossible to navigate.
The club’s new web page

• Completely new graphic standards
• Includes a new logo, color scheme, official font,
accent art, and a specific way things need to be
punctuated, accented and laid out.
• Dictates photo selection and photo style as well
as required new business cards, letter head, and
brochures (which have yet to be printed).

• Brighter, airier feel
• Reflects the new name and
brand
• Instills a level of confidence in
someone visiting this site it
• Is easy to navigate, schedule
classes and pay bills
• Easy for the various marketing
team members and executive
director to update
• Unlike the old site, this site is just
as beautiful and easy to navigate
on mobile devices as it is on
desk tops

LEARNING OUTCOMES
I like working with organizations with more structure and staff support. It was very difficult working with volunteers, as the turn around and response
time often lagged quite a bit. So, there was a lot of hurry up and wait on my part, which made things frustrating at times. I wasn’t able to accomplish
everything I wanted to accomplish for the organization, because they just weren’t in a place to create and initiate a marketing plan, nor were they
able to offer me a whole lot of support. Over all however, I am happy with what I was able to accomplish for them. I think they will be in a better place
to move forward and I wish them all the luck.

